Abstract. We discuss the prolongation of connections to to some non product preserving bundles. We introduce the concept of (r)-connection on a fibered manifold Y and for a given connection r on Y we construct its horizontal extension T^2^. We also prove that r (2) is the unique (2)-connection on V canonically dependent on I\
Introduction
Let T^M be the r-th order tangent vector bundle defined by T^M = (J r (M, R)o)*-We recall that a general connection on a fibered manifold p : Y -> M is a smooth section r : Y -• J l Y of the first jet prolongation of y, which can be also interpreted as the lifting map (denoted by the same symbol)
T : Y xm TM -» TY.
DEFINITION. An (r)-connection on a fibered manifold p : Y -• M is a fiber linear map f :Y XMT^M over the identity of Y such that T^p o F(y, v) = v for every (y, v) € Y x ¡4 T^M.
Clearly, for r = 1 we obtain the notion of a connection, because there is an identification T^M=TM. In this note, for a connection F : FxMTM -• TY we introduce its horizontal extension r^2) :Yx M T^M T (2) F. The main result is the following theorem. 
Section 1 is devoted to the problem of the existence of a natural operator transforming connections on p : Y -» M into connections on Fp :
FY -• FM, where F is a non product preserving bundle functor. We introduce examples of such natural operators for concrete non product preserving functors. In Section 2 we construct the horizontal extension of a connection r on p : Y -> M. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be of class C°°. Unless otherwise specified, we use the terminology and notation from the book [2] .
Prolongation of connections to some non product preserving bundles
The motivation of the present paper is the following. 
We remark that the connection T A T has been constructed by I. Kolaf, [1] , in the case of higher order velocities functors and then by J. Slovak, [3] , in the general case of an arbitrary Weil functor.
Write 
If card(Q) > 1, then F® is a non product preserving bundle functor of order zero. Conversely, an arbitrary bundle functor F on Mf of order zero is naturally equivalent to some F^. Given a connection r : [2] . Write
Obviously, is the connection on Fp : FY -> FM and the geometrical construction F A^' B (T) is an example of a natural operator transforming connections to non product preserving bundles.
We recall that a bundle functor The simple example of such a functor is the second order tangent functor T™. So there is a problem on the existence of a connection
where 0y G t£ 2) Y and 0X <= tPm are the zero elements, pr2 : 2^Y is the projection onto the second factor and = is the obvious identification
Here T^u denote the flow prolongation of a vector field u € X(Y) with u(y) = u. Clearly, T^u(O y ) is independent of the choice of u with u(y) = u. The above construction indicates that Theorem 1 may be the first step in direction to solve the problem formulated above.
Construction of the horizontal extension
First we prove the following general assertion.
is linear over R, vl/^ is symmetric and 2-linear over R,
for V e X{M) and f e C°°(M) and
(M) and f,g£ C°°{M). (b) Conversely, suppose that we have a linear (over Rj map $ : X(M) -» R and a symmetric 2-linear (over R) map
:
for V e X(M), f € C°°(M) and 
Proof of Theorem 1
The existence has been already proved in Section 2, so that it suffices to prove the uniqueness. Proof. Using the invariance of A with respect to the homotheties | idjtm.n for t t^ 0 we obtain the homogeneity condition
for i > 0. Since 1 < < 2, the homogeneous function theorem (see [2] ) reads
Prom this equality for A and for B instead of A in the assumption of our lemma there follows the assumption of Lemma 4, and applying Lemma 4 we complete the proof.
• Proof. It remains to verify the assumptions of Lemma 6.
Step Step 2. 
